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PRTod
Evening Ladies and Gentlemen

We]co`me

To the golden Temple Retreat

Ladies and gentlemen. I am very delighted to present you our
various traditional Khmer Dances while dinning in our dining

room "Preah Peay Restaurant"

1 -CAMBOD[AN BLESSING DANCE

Traditionally, this dance is performed  toi3ive blessing±cthe_
King, country leaders, or official guests visiting the country. We
would like to present our best wishes in this dance to all guests
here this evening. May the flowers tossed by our dancers bring
all ever -lasting happiness and prosperity.

2COCONUT SHELLS DANCE:

Cambodia is filled with coconut trees, which make up one of the
main agricultural resource of the country. Inspired by nature,
artists  of the Royal University of Fine Arts created the Coconut
Shell Dance, which is now going to be pr-esented.

3€OLDEN MERMAID (SOVANN MACHHA DANCE)

Sovann Machha is a short scene of the classical Ballet, which is
actually extracted from the Cambodia Reamke (Ramyana) on
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Rahwana, the Giant's k_ing _of Laingka.



4FISHING DANCE

In this perform, we show the same traditional fishing tools as
used by Cambodian farmers. The dance represents the
abundance  and diversity of fish as well as the Cambodian ex
pression "wherever there is water fish and found".

5-PEACOCK DANCE

Peacock Dance is one of Cambodia's popular dances. It is
originated  from Kola ethnic group, mostly living in Pailin,
Cambodia. The meaning of the song, in Kola language, is about
blessing  for happiness, sufficient rainwater and good extraction
of gems as w_ell as bl_essing for the King.

6-APSARA DANCE

In Khmer mythology; all Apsara were born from the foam
surface of the ocean of milk when Tevoda (heavenly beings) and
Assura (demons) churned the ocean of milk the gigantic naga in
search for Toeuk Amrett or the elixir immortality. This ballet
was part of various ceremonies are heavenly dancers. Their
floating between earth and outer space is expressed by their
circular slow, elegant movements, and the extreme flexibility of
their action.

Ladies and Gentlemen, this is a good chance for taking pictures of
the group. And if you likes our performers will be glad to take a
photo with you as your souvenir.
Thanks you for being with us tonight,
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